Introduction
Let P(x,D) be a differential operator of order m in an open set ~cR n+l with coordinates x = (x0, x ~) --(x0, Xl, ..., xn), hence a sum of differential polynomials Pj(x,~) . In [7] Ivrii-Petkov has proved a necessary condition for the Cauchy problem of P(x, D) to be correctly posed which asserts that Pm-j(z) is an involutive subspace with respect to the canonical symplectic structure on
Pj(x,D) of order j (j<_m) with symbols

Tzo(T*~).
In this case we prove that for the Cauchy problem to be correctly posed it is necessary that
P(zo,~l ..... zs)(z)=Pm(~o,~ ..... ~,)(z).
This argument was also used in Bernardi-Bove-Nishitani [2] with s--1.
The localization is hyperbolic
We denote by Lz'~ 'r the set of pseudodifferential operators P near z0 with as #--*0 which is invariantly defined as a polynomial on T~o(T*l~ ). If y are local coordinates around the origin and P(y, ~) is the full symbol of P for the coordinates (y, ~dy), then we have
